MAIN ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS (GRADES K-12):
1) BULLYING: LOOK AT THE HEART FIRST

SUMMARY: The need to treat everyone like you treat your best friend & recognize them for their heart is crucial. This
concept, along with realizing how one word or action (positive or negative) can change a life forever, is highlighted in
this presentation. The main reason for the bullying epidemic stems from hurt people who hurt people, & this assembly
strives to provide a safe space by showing students how to overcome pain & become healed people who heal people.
KEY THEMES: Healed People Heal People ● Be A Best Friend ● Have Courage To Do What’s Right ● We’re All Miracles

2) DIVERSITY: NEED HUMAN KINDNESS

SUMMARY: The lines etched on the palms of our hands reveal the letter ‘M’, which stands for ‘Miracle’; inverted the
other way, ‘W’, which stands for ‘Worthy’. This talk emphasizes how each person is unique & reinforces respecting
everyone’s differences both inside & out. The world needs more human kindness, & we begin to accomplish this by
appreciating those around us when we show them unconditional love, compassion, understanding & empathy.
KEY THEMES: Appreciate The Differences Of Others ● See Everyone As Human ● Kindness Can Positively Change Hearts

3) POSITIVITY: BE YOUR BEST SELF

SUMMARY: Many schools request this theme closer to state testing time to motivate students to do their best & give
their greatest effort. Not only do they come to see their full potential, they begin to comprehend that the opposite of
success is not failure, but rather giving up. And just like the shirt worn for this performance reads, the words “Keep Your
Head Up” are upside down intentionally to serve as a reminder to always think positive no matter the circumstance.
KEY THEMES: Everything’s A Choice ● Success = Effort ● Failing Doesn’t Make You A Failure ● Do Your Best Then Rest

4) LEADERSHIP: PASSION 2 PURPOSE

SUMMARY: The sign of a true leader is shown through one’s character & how they truly want to be remembered. By
placing an emphasis on people first & things second, the community will be taught what it means to lead by example
through living lives devoted to building life-long relationships & doing what makes them come alive. If you have a pulse,
you have a purpose, & this program encourages students to use their passions to positively impact the world.
KEY THEMES: People First, Things Second ● Turn Passion In To Purpose ● Leaders Live For Others ● Follow Your Heart
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